
Athena® 
PowerBidder™ Pro 
Leverage AI automation and advanced 
controls to optimize trading performance

Athena® PowerBidder™ Pro bidding software allows Stem customers to actively manage merchant battery storage 
assets. Energy professionals can leverage Stem’s AI-driven automated tools within Athena through a full-featured 
user interface to oversee economic performance and directly manage assets. This combination brings greater 
confidence, control, and scalability. 

The PowerBidder Pro Advantage

Unparalleled Control and Customization  
PowerBidder Pro empowers you to formulate asset bidding strategies that  
align perfectly with your business objectives, leveraging insights from leading analytics.

Automation for Enhanced Efficiency 
We understand that time is a valuable resource. That’s why our platform offers AI-
driven automation to help your team accomplish more, even as your portfolio grows. 
Focus on making strategic decisions while our technology handles repetitive tasks.

The Power of Athena’s Forecasts and Bidding Engine 
Stem’s proprietary platform provides unparalleled forecasting accuracy. By integrating 
Athena’s forecasts and bidding engine into your strategy, you can expect superior 
performance and optimized returns.

Comprehensive Risk Management Across Wholesale Markets 
Our platform allows you to effectively manage risk across wholesale markets. Feel 
confident in your decision-making, informed by the latest risk analysis tools from the 
industry leader.



Transparent Bidding Strategy Control  
Take charge of your bidding strategy directly and 
dynamically. No more relying on rigid and inflexible 
systems—your assets, your decisions.

Integration of Physical Assets with Cloud Solutions 
Unlike traditional cloud solutions, Stem’s platform 
offers direct integration into physical assets, giving you 
unparalleled visibility and control.

Streamlined Workflows and Centralized Control Points 
We understand the value of seamless operations. Our 
platform centralizes workflows and data, streamlining your 
management processes for maximum efficiency.

Real-Time Performance Updates 
Stay on top of your asset’s performance with systematic 
and regular updates. No more manual-derived data or 
guesswork—know how your portfolio performs in real-time.
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About Stem
Stem provides clean energy solutions and services designed to maximize the economic, environmental, and 
resiliency value of energy assets and portfolios. Stem’s leading AI-driven enterprise software platform, Athena® 
enables organizations to deploy and unlock value from clean energy assets at scale.

Learn more about PowerBidder Pro or request a demo by visiting www.stem.com

Break Free from Conventional Solutions
Unlike commercially available solutions, which offer limited options and optimization, Stem provides a refreshed approach 
to battery asset management.

http://www.stem.com

